
Note: These proposals have succeeded in the assessment stage of this competition. All are subject to grant offer and conditions being met.

Results of Competition: November 2017 Sector Competition: Strand 2 Infrastructure Systems (BEIS-Funded)

Total available funding is £1,461,965. All funding is being provided by BEIS

Competition Code: 1711_MM_INFRA_R4_ST2_24M_B

Proposed project grantProposed project costsProject titleParticipant organisation names

ACT Blade Limited £615,434Design, manufacturing method and
prototype testing of an extremely
lightweight Offshore Wind blade

£1,299,138

ORE Catapult Glasgow Limited £49,500£159,045

University of Sheffield £101,540£227,321

University of Strathclyde £69,521£166,202
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Project description - provided by applicants

The ACT Blade is a modular textile-based composite offshore wind turbine blade. It has a patented innovative manufacturing process that will provide lighter
wind turbine blades leading to increased energy production and a decreased the levelised cost of energy (LCOE). In addition, the patent-pending load control
system is able to increase blade efficiency and maximise durability. The production of lighter wind turbine blades by ACT Blade will enable larger wind
turbines to be deployed within the field, significantly reducing costs per unit of electricity generated. This project aims to design, manufacture, test and
validate a prototype of a scaled version of the offshore ACT Blade. The proposed consortium (established by ACT Blade) comprises Offshore Renewable
Energy Catapult (OREC), together with the Lightweight Manufacturing Centre (LMC) partners: Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) and the
Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC). Between them, the consortium has many years of composites, manufacturing, industrial test, commercial and
management experience.
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